White matter integrity in premanifest and early Huntington's disease is related to caudate loss and disease progression.
Huntington's disease (HD) is associated with progressive loss of caudate and white matter volume and integrity. Our aim was to systematically assess interactions between these changes and genetic markers of disease progression; we are not aware of previous studies in which this has been explicitly tested. Tract-based spatial statistics were used to assess: (a) differences between the white matter diffusion metrics (fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity) of 17 premanifest and 19 early manifest HD gene carriers and 21 controls, and (b) the relationships between diffusion metrics, caudate and total white matter volume, and disease burden score and CAG repeat length. Caudate and total white matter volumes were quantified using FIRST and SIENAX respectively. Multiple regression analysis was used to assess which of the imaging metrics predicted disease severity in the HD subjects. Diffusion metrics were significantly altered in premanifest and early HD gene carriers in comparison with controls throughout the white matter skeleton. Correlations between diffusion and volumetric metrics and disease progression were also present. Together, caudate volume and mean white matter fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity predicted disease burden score in the HD subjects. The diffusion properties of white matter are extensively altered in HD, and are associated with markers of HD severity, and with caudate and white matter volumes. The correlation between diffusion metrics and white matter volume is stronger in HD subjects than in controls, but there is no such significant interaction for the correlation between diffusion and caudate volume: we propose that many of the changes in white matter diffusion in HD occur as a 'normal' physiological response to pathological caudate volume loss. We have defined the extent to which mean white matter fractional anisotropy, white matter volume and caudate volume are associated with disease burden score.